
Generation Why Not?
Disruptors with Respect and without Respect

There’s an important distinction to make when it comes to disruptors. There are people in Generation 
Why Not? who disrupt with the utmost respect… and there are those who disrupt without respect.

Monsanto is a great example of a disruptor that has no respect. They are certainly part of Generation Why
Not? and in their innovation, they created a horrific seed that cannot reproduce (environmentalists call 
this seed “the Terminator”). The idea is that farmers are forced to re-purchase seeds year after year from 
the corporate giant rather than collecting them from the previous years’ crops. This disruption is 
extremely harmful to the environment and the health of our community.

On the other hand, Whole Foods Market is an example of a company that makes its mark with respect. 
They stood by organic food even when it wasn’t popular, and even when it was difficult to find products 
that came from other respectful companies. Tom’s Toothpaste and Zappos are also examples of 
disruptors who have respect.

There is a wonderful book by David R. Hawkins, M.D. Ph.D. titled Power versus Force that talks about 
what true power means. A good leader has true power and operates at a higher vibration.

Members of Generation Why Not? who are disruptors without respect (like Monsanto), however, use 
force to get their way.

Are You a Member of Generation Why Not?

I would go so far as to say that the majority of people in the world would love to be members of 
Generation Why Not? but most aren’t.

Those that live in fear, those who never question the status quo, those who never think outside the box 
and who always play it safe – those people are not members of Generation Why Not?.
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However, it is possible to make a shift and become a member of Generation Why Not? if you want to. It’s 
about identifying your story – the beliefs you keep reinforcing in yourself that hold you back from 
creating what you want.

When you identify the story, you will begin to understand why you do not yet have momentum in your 
business or truly believe that you can succeed at the top of your field. You may notice yourself 
squandering away your time and energy with worry, or taking care of everyone else but yourself.

I help people identify where in their business or lives the path of Quantum Synchronicity was lost. I help 
them identify the fears that keep them stuck and give them skills to remove the blockage.

When you can step back into your confidence and integrity, you will see Quantum Synchronicity begin to 
play a magical role in your life, but it’s difficult to get there on your own.

If you would like some help in identifying your blocks and getting into the flow of Generation Why Not? I 
would like to support you.
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